
 

Installation requirements and Warranty conditions 

The Styron products warranty subject to restricted Hungarian legislation. The basic conditions of the Toilet cistern warranty the correct 

installation by professional plumber and the Intended use   

 

In the case of spare parts failure the replacement warranty does not contain to exchange all Toilet cistern. The repair and maintenance 

free of charge on the manufacturer's premises.  

 

Important informations about the warranty:  

- In the case of failure please contact us at the following contact data:  

Mobil phone: +36-29-629030 or e-mail: styronkft@styron.hu; www.styron.hu  

- The Styron Ltd. give a warranty for a Toilet cistern respond to any problems that might arise for Toilet cistern body. Most of 

the installation failures please feel contact with the plumber  

- The warranty does not contain wear and tear that caused by calcium carbonate (scale) or other water deposit or for 

improper use or Improper installation or mounting injury or nut screwing due to bursting or injury from customer shipping 

or the storage not effective.  

- Equipment failure of malfunction by improper installation or deformations or fractures or surface failure loss of warranty 

be made. 

- There is no warranty responsibility if the caused of failures by calcium carbonate or other water deposit (event of leaks 

and defects). 

- The producer shall not be liable for secondary damage caused by a defect in his product 

 

The manufacturer the notified failure process and give a feedback. If the spare parts failure attributed to the manufacturer the spare 

parts can be taken in manufacturer site, or post that to the customer. 

 

We take back only anti scaled and washed filling and flushing valve! 

 

Instructions for maintenance: Depending on the hardness of the water, periodically limescale and other impurities must be removed 

from the moving parts of the toilet flushing and filling valve. We recommend use only water supply with a filter. 

 

The STYRON Ltd. shall offer for the Toilet cistern body (P.P.) 6 year and for the filling and flushing valve 3 year guarantee  

 

Date of production: .........................................................  Serial number: ..........................................................................................  

 

Verification of the installation 

 

Plumber or builder company name: ...................................................................  

 

Contact:  ............................................................................................................  

 

The warranty available verified with invoice and with verified installation. The warranty valid from the invoice date.  

Place of manufacture:  Styron Kft. Hungary, 2243 Kóka  Zsámboki út Ipartelep 

 Tel.: +36-29-629-030    

 e-mail:  Styronkft@styron.hu 

 Web: www.styron.hu   

  

This warranty of the right of the customer is not concerned! 

 

................................................................. 

Signature place 

     

P. of S. 


